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Site Justification 

 Prime location within landmark development sited on the 

fulcrum of Edinburgh’s tourism and business centre. 

 £397 million spend retail potential. 

 £260 million raised annually by tourist industry. 

 Within 1.8 million SQ FT development size. 

 Within 850 thousand SQ FT of prime retail, food and leisure 

space. 

 2nd largest financial centre in UK. 

 9 million passengers per annum 12.5 projected by 2020 

Edinburgh airport. 26 million predicted by 2030. 

 1600 underground parking spaces. 

 8th in the UK retail rank 

 Regular clientele: 250 luxury sustainable homes adjacent to 

site. 

 5 star luxury hotel adjacent to site. Edinburgh room 

occupancy rarely below 80%. 

 Located on a public transport  nexus, including Waverly 

station, Buses, Trams and proposed Tram expansion. 

 2 minutes walk from Princes street and George street. 

 



Site Development 

This is our designated site within the 

proposed St James development. 

This is the existing site , it is currently 100 

years old, built using traditional materials, 

Sandstone and slate tiles. It also has some 

traditional features like arched windows 

and large arched freight doors. 



Proposed outdoor 

dining area. 

Bellow are Site Pictures 

taken by our group 

from our visit to the 

destinations. 

This is the existing 

building we’re 

working with. 

Main Hall ( Planned 

Dining  Room ). 

Space to be replaced for  

a re-vamped Kitchen. 

Proposed Front 

entrance. 

 The Site 



 Open views directly into the Kitchen’s so customers can observe the Chefs prepared meals. Avoid showing deliveries, 

disposal of waste (Unflattering sights). 

 Outdoor eating space for Summer dining. 

 Ensure delivered food is out of the customers sights. 

 The building must have directional flow from where they deliver the food, clean, cook, serve. Open space for staff to move 

through various stations. 

 Must have staff changing rooms. 

 Curved frosted glass, Timber & Curtain walls. 

 Doors at the side will become a decorative entrance for members of staff at the Restaurant. 

 Segmented sections for different foods, White Meat, Red Meats etc… 

  Throughout an evening 600-800 people should be served, 200 seated therefore, around 8 chef’s would be required to 

maintain good service. 

 Add a lift to carry food up to the second level where unflattering preparation will occur (Chicken etc.). 

 Incorporate a bar within the waiting room. 

 Replicate the three large windows in the main room downstairs to the bar. 

 Chandeliers/Spotlights for lighting. 

 Use energy efficient Induction stoves. 

 Homely, Rustic style, low ceiling from platform above to keep the area cosy. 

 Open plan. 

 Store food waste in a separate area from recycling materials. 

 Oil storage. 

 Minimal space but relaxed Family atmosphere/environment. 

 Specific equipment for specific meals. 

 Incorporate a lift at the back of the bar for the upstairs dining area. 

Specification 

We sat down with Glyn 

Stevens, head chef of 

numerous restaurants 

with 20 years 

experience. 

Glyn currently works as 

a catering consultant. 

We discussed the site 

and the needs of the 

potential restaurant. 



Mood/ Materials Board 

 
We want to keep the space as free 

flowing and open plan as possible. 

We plan to use red and green as 

accent colours to reflect upon the 

Italian menu. 

Distressed Oak and Red Cedar 

create a rustic, welcoming 

atmosphere. The rusted metal and 

exposed brick pay homage to the 

buildings industrial heritage 

We created a mood/materials board 

to better understand what Jamie’s 

restaurant must look like. We included 

other existing Jamie Oliver restaurants 

to maintain the consistent homely 

style. 



Bar Concept 



Research/Concept Ideas 

When visiting the site, we  gathered the necessary dimen-

sions to model the building on Revit, using the existing floor 

plan of the building. 

This was our initial concept 

idea for our bar collage to 

roughly portray how the 

room would look. 

We consulted with an Architect— Alex Mclaren and based on our 

specification we developed this solution. We’re going to include 

a mezzanine level around the outside, leaving the central dining 

area as an open, full height space. The mezzanine level will be 

multi-functional, including a private dining floating balcony utilis-

ing existing structural support it will also house staff areas and a 

prep kitchen ( for the ugly work! ) above the restaurant kitchen 

these will be connected by a dumb waiter. 



Interior Layout Ground floor 



Interior Layout First floor 



Outdoor Landscaping 

This is the existing entrance 

and a car park. We 

propose to transform this 

into an al fresco bar and 

dining area.  

We’re going to 

incorporate raised 

decking and include 

plants ad foliage. This 

adds visual interest, shade 

and protection  

throughout the year. 

Low energy LED lighting 

hung from and in trees.  

Branded signage at 

entrance to garden area 

and on the boundary of 

the building. 

Illuminated sculptural steel 

lettering  and rusted steel 

signage. 



Sustainability 

 Reclaimed distressed furniture 

 Reclaimed Timber and flooring used throughout 

 Locally sourced produce for example, fish from the local 

harbours and produce from East Lothian farms. 

 Where possible interior structures will use ecologically 

sound materials such as Foamcrete. 

 Induction hobs fitted within the kitchen, to positively im-

pact on energy usage. 

 Grey water capture and use, e.g irrigation of outdoor 

planting.   

 Recycling of cooking oil to bio diesel. 

 Recycle food waste for bio mass. 

 We are removing the car park and planting it to help 

offset carbon footprint. 

 Underground food cool storage, reducing energy levels 

and costs . 

 Community sustainability link with existing the existing 

homeless mobile food truck—donate excess food. 



Physical Modelling 

We created physical models of the building. 

We used this to discuss our concept ideas and 

compromised them together as a team to 

create a finalised solution. 

Main entrance Outdoor dining area. 

Main open plan dining area. 
Bar 

Mezzanine 

floor. 



Revit Orthographics 
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Revit Modelling 

This is our re-developed space. We have added a 

spiral staircase which further supports the floating 

balcony. We’ve  repurposed the interior space to 

accommodate the needs we identified while taking 

advantage of and incorporating pre-existing 

structural and architectural features. In this way and 

by incorporating sustainable features we have 

produced a highly viable and attractive proposal 

while keeping initial and long term costs down. 

This will be the new main 

entrance through the 

large period doors on St 

James place. 

Spiral 

staircase 

leads up 

to the  

floating 

mezzanine 

balcony. 

Prep Kitchen 


